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he is himself an event, a happening. Actually he is in a real
sense what a flatterer called him, "the unknown soldier of the
Great War/' symbolized anonymity, in himself essentially ordin-
ary, recognized by his associates as ordinary, but to those who
are not his associates, tremendous because in him ordinariness
is raised to the nth degree. He is the apotheosis of the mediocre,
the reductio ad absurdum of democracy, so much, so utterly, a
product of his age that he had to wait for his hour until 1933.
But in 1927 there was little but the gang, one of many gangs.
He was not yet a symbol; he was an obscure extremist in an
obscure extremist association, suspect to the Munich police,
but hardly known of outside Bavaria, and such he would have
remained but for the intervention of what the Greeks, unwilling
to blame the high gods for every folly of mankind, called tyche.
It is significant that in the Stresemann memoranda of 1926-1929
he is never mentioned by name. The foreign minister did not
trouble to distinguish the shriller yelps of National Socialism
among the pack that bayed at him. There was no reason why he
should. The whole party was so fantastic, so tiny as compared
with Communism, so singularly helpless as compared with
Hugenberg's formidable individual organization. Its leader's
apologia no bookstall flaunted; its newspaper had hardly any
circulation; its brown shirts were unknown north of the Main
line, and in many places south of it, and its refusal to participate
in parliament for most people who had heard of it put it out of
court as a factor, for in 1927 if one thing was certain it was that
a subversive party of the Right had no chance at all of being
subversive, and Germany was so full of amateur Messiahs that
one more made little or no difference.
Those who considered it at all saw only one thing, that it was
out to fight the Red peril, good hearing for many Germans. All
its elaborate military paraphernalia of Defence Guards and
Storm Troops, the one to protect the leader's person, the other
to protect the party meetings, was created ostensibly to meet the
Communist threat to liberty, a threat to which Communism
obligingly gave substance by attempting to break up meetings
and paint obscenities on party headquarters. Every now and

